Concept
You & your collaborators can start
building your seasonal concepts
with trend, colour palettes, print
ideas or your best-selling style
archives.
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RangeRoom enables these
functions at each stage of the
workflow:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

One source of truth
Speed to market
All shareable
Chat in real time
Visibility for all
IP protected
Tangible workflow efficiency
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You can also see how your
cross-functional teams (internal
& external) can collaborate
along these crucial touch points
using RangeRoom. The circles
show at which point your teams
are part of the process & where
their key touch points are.

Research & Development
Let’s dig deeper: Now start building
your ‘Collections’ with live product
from your collaborators, any digital
assets (from core fabrics, final prints to
bought samples) with all the Info &
details you need,
prices etc.
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We’ve outlined a typical
workflow within the fashion
B2B lifecycle, showing you how
RangeRoom works across the
process.

Sales History
Product performance data can be
used to categorise & archive styles,
increasing the productivity of your
team during key trade meetings or
in well-informed,
commercial range
building.

C - Level

Range Sign Off
Sign offs & key decisions can be
shared with your stakeholders
whether that’s C-Level teams
suppliers or your in-store teams
or customers. Digital sign-offs
are possible where fabrics &
blocks are known.

Open to Buy
Continuous updates from your
collaborators (from trend to
product) provide intelligence
to quickly inform O.T.B.
opportunities, making more
relevant decisions - faster.

Range Planning
Product development & range
building with purpose. This is
where RangeRoom’s
collaboration comes into its
own. Real-time conversations &
decisions made easily
altogether.

Decision-Making
Alignment & agreement is easier
than ever with visibility across
your entire ranges &
community, with live date
stamped chat reducing the need
for email trails
& meetings.

Collaboration
It’s all about your creative
community! Your crossfunctional community can be
easily grown in order to
collaborate easily together as
your ranges evolve.

How can RangeRoom
benefit you?

Interested? Get in touch.

Consumer-facing
technology has developed
at lightning speed.
Now it’s time for the B2B
technology to catch up &
get the support that
reflects the increasingly
sophisticated demands on
retailers &their suppliers.
Looking around we saw
the vast network of teams
who needed to be better
informed, with smarter
technology that
articulated, communicated
& supported the delivery
of the products of the
future & so RangeRoom
was born….
Here we show you how
RangeRoom supports the
different needs &
functions, of the different
teams along the product
development lifecycle –
internally or externally.
Each step shows the
benefits that we provide
through the centralised
visibility, easy
collaboration, workflow
efficiency & real-time
communication.
Simply & securely.

Archiving
On RangeRoom's tagging of product
sales, styles & range history you can
understand a range in context.
Eliminating the need for physical
samples whilst providing immediate
access to information. Last year or last
seasons’ best sellers can be captured or
recalled in seconds.

Concept
You can gain early alignment, build &
share concept ideas which help
determine a clear seasonal message
across your internal & external teams.
The visibility RangeRoom provides
ensures that concept integrity & brand
USP is maintained from concept
through to sign off.

Range Sign Off
Visibility & accessibility to range
signoffs reduces the likelihood of
‘nasty surprises’, ensuring bettermanaged expectations. RangeRoom’s
survey tool makes your buying process
more intuitive with direct access to
instant feedback from stores
or your customers.

Open to Buy
Prioritised through RangeRoom white
space opportunities or O. T.B delivery
conversations can be more proactive
vs reactive. Ensuring more relevant,
timely product offerings, wherever
you are.

020 3950 2268
sales@rangeroom.com
@rangeroomstudio
@rangeroomuk
@RangeRoom
Research & Development
All your resources are centralised as
teams are provided with ‘One Source
of Truth’. Product evolution &
decision-making are more
streamlined. As RangeRoom is cloudbased it is accessible by teams
wherever they are & is
device-agnostic.

@rangeroomstudio

Range Planning
You can create collections easily with
access to all of your fashion communities
ideas & products either as a retailer or a
supplier. This visibility & heightened
communication speeds up your decisionmaking process, impacting speed to
market.

Decision Making
Because ranges can be shared across
different levels of your business (from
assistant designer to your CEO) the
clarity & visibility delivered by
RangeRoom ensures a consistent
brand experience that improves final
ranges & your brands offering.

Collaboration
You can fundamentally improve the way
you work with your teams - internally or
externally. Impacting collaboration
across your community & culture
improving transparency &
accountability.

www.rangeroom.com

